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In the meantime the ghetto was closed.  Later they moved us to a much bigger building 
Franciszkanska 76…and there we started to feel the good considerate hand of Chaim 
Rumkowski. 
 
In the middle of 1940 Rumkowski asked members of the Beirat that they should adopt 
children.  And Sarah, my sister, was adopted by one family. 
 
In the orphanage they didn’t work.  Only were chores in the home.  And that’s the way it 
went until the Szperra in September ’42.  When they announced that on such and such 
date we have to come out and we will travel to a different place…and one day all the 
children were told “take everything you can,” we didn’t have suitcases so maybe a 
backpack.  We went out to wait until the trucks will come in order to take us. From the 
distance thirty, fifty meters, there was a cemetery.  And then Moshe, my brother, said 
“come on, let’s hide the cemetery.”  We went, the three of us.  I saw that others…but not 
many.  We went and hid there among the gravestones…and anyway we have seen the 
place we came from.  I don’t remember how long we were there but suddenly we saw 
that they appeared with huge pots with food.  Well, this was something that attracted us. 
And Moshe said…two of us, others, followed him…to go back to stand in the food line.  
We haven’t gotten the food yet, and the trucks arrived and then I said “let’s go back to 
the cemetery.”  I went back.  But not Moshe, and not Miriam, they did not come back.  I 
saw that they boarded the trucks. 
 
I stayed in place I think two days.  We heard noises and screams coming from far away 
from the ghetto.  But after two days I said to myself, I am going to my Aunt.  And I went 
to her to Vrzezinska 42 Street…This was my mother’s sister, Aunt Lola, with another 
sister of my mother, Reisel, and with Grandma Zisl…And then my Aunt told me that 
when the Jewish policemen arrived and ordered everyone to come down to the courtyard, 
and the Germans were there too, and then she hid her daughter in the attic…My Aunt 
came down and…my Grandma couldn’t walk down.  She was already very weak and she 
stayed in bed.  After a few minutes the Jewish policemen went up to search, they did not 
find Miriam, the little girl, but Grandma they the through the window.  Of course, 
directly on the wagon with corpses…my Aunt went back later and took out Miriam from 
the attic…I stayed to live with y Aunt,  because the orphanage didn’t exist anymore.  
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